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Photographer: N IC K E L L IS
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

4 | 1/ 500 SEC ISO50 | 100 MM

A female St. Andrews Cross Spider. Common to the eastern seaboard of Australia. The web is just
outside our back door, in a supposedly dwarf camellia. I watched the development of the web over a
few days and took this before my wife engaged in anti-spider behavior! I tried to get an angle that didn?t
include the blue sky at top left, but given my house wall proximity and neighbours I had to settle for this.

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
Welcome to issue 11 of
Photo BootCamp Magazine!

Another magic month inside BootCamp with so many
amazing images. Well done everyone!
This month's BootCamp Challenge is all about LEADING LINES.
I took many example right out of my brand new (yet
unreleased) Composition Recipe Cards.
All around us are lines. They are literally everywhere.
And as a photographer, when you know how to use
them to your advantage, you can really make your
photos more fun and more interesting.

Brent Mail

This month we take a look at how to use leading lines
and how they can make a difference in your images.
Check out how the Bootcamp members have learned
to use leading lines in their photographs.

LEADING LINES

L EA DING L INES

?Photography is a very subtlething. You
must let thecamera takeyou by thehand,
as it were, and lead you into your subject."
- Margaret Bourke- White

L EA DING L INES

LEADING THE WAY
This month, our subject is leading lines: what they are and how to use them to make your images even more
impactful. If you're not careful, you can send someone's attention right on out of the photo! So pay attention
and use these lines to your advantage. Keep reading to discover how.
GET TO THE POINT
As the name suggests, leading lines are lines that lead the viewer?s attention to an area of the photograph.
Not only are leading lines a tangible element of photos, their use is considered a composition technique
used to direct your viewer?s attention. And of course, you want that area to be your main point of interest.
W HY USE THEM?
Not only do leading lines look cool, they also:
-

Make your image stronger
They?re pleasing to the viewer - guiding them where to look
They give image more visual impact

L EA DING L INES

HOW TO USE THEM?
Most importantly, begin noticing lines and where they lead! It can take a little practice to begin seeing how
lines lead to different objects, but once you get the hang of it, it?s a lot of fun.
-

First, observe your scene and find an interesting subject. Look for ONE point of interest here, either a
person or an object, or even something like a sunrise/ sunset or a storm cloud.
Next, observe the surrounding area and look for lines that lead or point to the subject.
Then, experiment with various positions to see which composition will work best. Get high then low.
Move close then step back. Shift right then left. See what looks best as you move around the area.
Look for the best composition that keeps your subject in a meaningful place in the frame.
Be sure to remove distractions. Sometimes just moving a foot or two can make all the difference.
Nobody likes a pole sticking out of their head after all!
Lastly, notice the light and come back at a different time of day if needed.

Quick tip: Don?t sweep your viewer straight out of the scene by placing your subject in the wrong place.
Make sure the lines lead TO the subject and not past it.

L EA DING L INES

IN CONCLUSION
Leading lines are everywhere. W hen you learn how to use them to your advantage, you make your
photographs stronger and more impactful. And you can have a lot of fun leading your viewers on a journey
through an image! Get creative and, as always, experiment and play as you learn.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Photographer: A N D REW R O B IN SO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M

F/

Andrew, very nice smooth water. Great
skyline. Good composition. The bridge is
our leading line. Well done.

20 1/ 30 SEC ISO50 | 70 MM

One big leading line and a few subtle ones.

Photographer: A M B ER

P A L L A S - B RU N T
Country: USA
Happy New Year All! For my first photo
this month I am pulling out one I took a
couple of years back while in Cozumel,
Mexico. I was drawn to this pattern of
light that went down the our hallway in
our hotel. I love how it funneled down
all the way to the end.

Feedback: W AY N E Z U SSM A N
Country: U SA
Great image. Would love to see the
shadows on the floor brought out a little
more. All but one of the leading lines
take me up to the right corner and not
through the image.

Photographer: R IC H A RD H U T SO N
Country: U SA
F/

16 1/ 320 SEC ISO100 | 70 MM

"Walking in the fog" shot a couple of days ago.
I have been planning to take some shots on
this pier for several weeks and when the fog
arrived a few days ago, which is unusual for
this time of year, I jumped on the opportunity.
I'm pleased that you like the results.

Feedback: S IG R A N N EM
Country: C A N A D A
Hi Richard, I love this shot - the symmetry
and the leading lines are awesome and the
B & W rendition is perfect! The lines lead
straight to the two people that are clearly
the POI. Also, the lighting is fabulous and
the dark mood and the fog enshroud the
scene in mystery. Wonderful job!

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

8 1/ 200 SEC ISO100 | 24MM

Taken at Fremantle boat harbour. Fairly
early in the morning. No tourists; everything
just waking up!

Feedback: B O N N IE S PO N SEL L ER
Country: U SA
Christine, this is one of my favorite leading
lines submissions for the color, the
composition, and the sharp detail. You
continue to demonstrate you have the
"eye."

Photographer: D ERRY L F RIESEN
Country: T H A IL A N D
F/

5.6 1/ 400 SEC ISO400 | 16 MM

Literally a fishing line! Fisherman in the
early morning on the Andaman Sea.

Feedback: S A RA O 'B RIEN
Country: U SA
Derryl, I really like this shot! The colors
are well done. The net makes a great
leading line out to the waves. I find it a
very pleasant photo to look at. Well
balanced. Very well done!

Photographer: CHRISTIAN PIRON
Country: BELGIUM
F/

8 1/ 200 SEC ISO100 | 18 MM

Imagine the path all members of this
Bootcamp are following with their own skills
and possibilities and you could see it as a
cobweb. You could see all those cables
crossing each other referring to all comments
by the members in the different challenges. All
of us are reaching to the top of our dreams. As
the weather was rather rough and cold with
little colour, I converted the picture in B&W.

Feedback: H IL A RY W
Country: A U ST RA L IA

RIGH T

Oh yes, spooky indeed, and for once I agree.
B&W is probably best! Your idea of all our ideas
being the leading lines to the top is rather nice
though. Well done Christian.

Photographer: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
F/

4.5 1/ 640 SEC ISO200 | 35MM

I have somewhat struggled with which images to submit,
having learned so much from BootCamp and the community
members, trying to keep everything in mind and still have
fun. I took many shots of this windmill, challenged by access
due to an actively flowing seasonal creek making its way to
the Pacific Ocean. I believe this image is the best of bunch, I
was trying to use the slope of the hills behind the windmill
as my leading lines. There is also a coastal highway between
the windmill and the hills. This windmill has been a part of
the seascape in this little coastal town of Cayucos for as long
as I can remember. I find it to be nostalgic and represents a
bygone era. I hope to return for some silhouette shots when
conditions are better. Cropped, straightened, resized and
brightened the sky a touch in Photoshop.

Feedback: B REN T M A IL
Country: A U ST RA L IA
The thing that stands out in this image for me is that amazing this sky in the background. Like how you used
analogous colours (next to each other on the colour wheel - blues, greens and yellows) in your image too. Yes
I can see you their leading lines from the mountain range as well as the leading lines from the base of at
W indmill leading up to the blades. Great composition leaving more space on the left! I also like how the
blades are blurred, giving us a sense of motion. Great work.

Photographer: P ET ER B RO DY
Country: U SA
F/

2.8 1/ 1050 SEC ISO20 | 6 MM

This is an image I took on our trip to India
of the Taj Mahal in Agra. It was one of
those "WOW " moments when you are
somewhere that you had seen pictures
of in history books and dreamed about
visiting. It was truly breathtaking. We
were there at sunrise to catch the golden
glow on the marble dome. All lines lead
you to the magnificent palace. This was
taken with my iPhone.

Feedback: S H EREE E B A N K S
Country: C AY M A N I SL A N D S
Such a really WOW shot!!! everything
leads to the building itself, and even
though there are a lot of people in the
background, you do not "feel" it is
crowded by the handling of the
foreground and your leading lines.
Beautiful!

Photographer: W AY N E Z U SSM A N
Country: U SA

Feedback: R IC K M U EL L ER
Country: U SA

F/

Wayne. GREAT use of leading lines drawing
us to the fabulous tree! Black and white was
a great choice for this image. Sets the tone
for respect and a contemplative mood.
Makes you stop and think about all that's
represented here. Nice.

4 1/ 2500 SEC ISO200 | 28 MM

Taken in Wilmington National Cemetery in
Wilmington, NC. All of my submissions for this
challenge (by chance) have been in B&W.

Photographer: BARBARA GILBERT
Country: USA
N IKON D750 | F/ 5.6 1/ 200 SEC ISO100 | 300 MM
So I was a bit busy this month and didn't get a
chance to post as often. So I thought I would
post one last one before the end of the period.

Feedback: T ESSA B L EW C H A M P
Country: UNITED KINGDOM
Love this Barbara - so simple, but with a lot of
impact. The lines frame the butterfly
beautifully and the colours of the background
set it off really well. The butterfly is lovely and
sharp too. Great job!

Photographer: P ET ER D W IGH T
Country: A U ST RA L IA
SONY A77 | F/ 4.5 1/ 800 SEC ISO100 | 40 MM
A photo from my last holidays where I saw
this old country station & had to take this pic
because of all the leading lines & now I can
use it. I lightened the shadows & added
some colour to show off the building.

Feedback: S A RA O 'B RIEN
Country: U SA
Peter, I find myself anxiously waiting to see
what the train looks like and where it could
take me. Wonderful shot. I love the detail on
the columns.

Photographer: R A C H EL G IL M O U R
Country: A U ST RA L IA

Feedback: R IC K M U EL L ER
Country: U SA

F/

Nice Rachel! This image definitely
pulls you right down and into the
front door! The lines on the Temple
roof
centered
between
the
walkway
fence
composed
perfectly!

5 1/ 800 SEC ISO100 | 57MM
This image is of the Nan Tien Temple in
Wollongong,NSW. It is the largest Buddhist temple
in the Southern Hemisphere. They have a school
across the M1 (interstate), from the temple and built
a pedestrian bridge that opened mid last year.
Finally took the opportunity to get this image, this
past week. (Hottest day of the week, I think!)

Photographer: S A RA O 'B RIEN
Country: USA

Feedback: R O H N S H EA RER
Country: USA

Another photograph of the bridge, from
a slightly different angle. This one
highlights more of the structure of the
bridge, rather than just the path. This is
taken facing the opposite direction
from town.

Sara, I love this with all the different lines, I also
like how you have lines coming out of both
corners! I worked for MNDOT for 18 years
before they consolidated all of IT into a
separate agency a couple years ago, so I am
around bridges a lot, & find them fascinating. :-)

Photographer: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
F/

1.8 1/ 1500 SEC

Eureka! I really was not so sure why I
liked this, but looking and learning in this
particular challenge has cleared up
some things. I have reflected on the
challenge and suddenly remembered a
couple of photos I took in June with my
iPhone while walking around Atlantis in
Paradise Island, Bahamas. I really loved
this little bridge (I have a few others,
which really just focused on leading
lines, unbeknownst to me! :)

Feedback: E U GEN E B RA N N A N
Country: USA
Nice photo. Great lines, plus the
shadows that show up on the foot
bridge, all leading to the other side of
the bridge. Nice composition.

Photographer: K ERI D OW N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

10 1/ 2000 SEC ISO3200 | 18 MM

Hi Everyone. Congrats on the last issue of boot camp. So very moving. I have chosen my
model of Wellington Point Jetty. I am a sucker for jetties and I have more than a few of
this one. Taken on the last day of 2018 I thought it fitting for my first image of the year.

Feedback: V A L ERIE W
Country: U SA

O RT H EN

I really like how the jetty takes you right to
the sun and your pelicans look like they
were placed there intentionally! Well done.

Photographer: D EB Y Z W IERL EIN - C A RT ER
Country: U SA
F/

8 1/ 320 SEC ISO125

I actually shot this last week (for this challenge) while
on a walk in my neighborhood. I only had my small
point and shoot Canon camera with me as I was
planning to go back to re-shoot with my "big girl"
camera. Since I didn't make it back up to this area I
decided to post this image. There are many dirt roads
and trails up behind this path that wind all over the
mountains.

v

Feedback: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Lovely in B&W, and great lines Deby. My eye
is lead into the image by the fence, then
across and down to the left by the white
path, to explore this landscape. Well done.

Photographer: J IM A L B ERT SO N
Country: U SA
N IKON COOLPIX L820 | F/ 4.0 1/ 1250 SEC ISO125 |
11MM
This is one of my favorite image. This is
probably one of the most iconic images of
Glacier National Park. The tiny island in the
foreground is called W ild Goose island. The
lake is St. Mary lake. The mountains in the
background are the continental divide of the
rocky mountains near Logan Pass at the top of
GNP. I think this image is loaded with all sorts
of leading lines drawing the viewer into the
image and to the majestic mountains in the
background. Brent, this one's for you buddy! I
hope you like it and I hit the mark better on this
one than I did on my first submission. Enjoy!

Feedback: B A RB A RA G IL B ERT
Country: U SA
Jim great landscape picture. The mountains
and the lake make for great leading lines. This
is a well balanced photo and very pleasing to
look at. Great work!

Photographer: J O H N D O N N EL LY
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

20 1/ 80 SEC ISO400 | 18 MM

Early morning sunrise. the leading line is
part of a safety net system.

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
John, very nice picture. Good use of a
leading line to bring us at the other side of
the water. Nice detail with those birds. Nice
to see the reflection of the sunrise in the
water. Well done.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T URE D
IM A G E

D EN IS O 'B Y R N E
IR E L A N D

Photographer: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: IRELAND
F/

4 1/ 100 SEC ISO800 | 22MM

Given that we are in the middle of W inter the weather is not cooperating very well
for taking photos. However I was away at a family gathering before Christmas - 20th
Dec - and took these shots. W hen taking them I was not looking for leading lines.
They just looked like nice compositions. All taken early morning as the light was
starting to appear. Look forward to your feedback as always.

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
Brent : How did you get started in photography? W hat was your
inspiration?
Denis: My late father was a good amateur photographer. My
earliest memory is with him in the Dark Room watching the miracle
as images appeared from nowhere. From those early days I dipped
in and out with holiday shots. It was when I retired in 2007 and was
taking a trip to South Africa to include Kruger National Park that I
bought my Cannon 1000d. Got the shop assistant to set it up and
shot away for years in Auto and jpeg. In 2012 I decided to go to
classes and learn something about the equipment I had and how to
use it and I am trying to learn ever since.

D EN IS
O 'B Y RN E

IREL A N D

Brent : W hat is the most challenging photo you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome those challenges?
Denis: My most challenging shot was during the Fixed Focal Length Project. I was trying to get a shot of a street
artist without him knowing and it was not working. I was shooting 50mm fixed focal length and needed to be
closer to my subject. This meant getting over my shyness asking his permission and getting on with what I
wanted to do. As an added distraction I now had all the passers by looking at me and I was very self conscious
of myself. However a little steal in myself, a smile from the Artist and I got there.
Brent : If you could travel anywhere in the world specifically to take pictures, where would you go and why?
Denis: I have been to Europe, America, and Africa on holidays. I have never traveled purely to take photographs.
However if I was to do so some day I would break it down as follows: Italy- Rome for Architecture, my own back
yard - Ireland for scenic and that every changing light, Africa - Kruger National Park for its wildness and
challenge to get those shots of the big 5.

F E A T URE D
A RT IS T

D EN IS O 'B Y R N E
IR E L A N D

Den is' f avor it e in spir at ion al qu ot e:

"Learn from thepast, set vivid goals for the
future, and livein theonly moment of time
in which you haveany control - NOW."
- Denis Wetley

F E A T URE D
A RT IS T

D EN IS O 'B Y R N E
IR E L A N D

Brent : W hat technology/ software/ camera gear do you use to keep focused on what you do best?
Denis: My camera gear is not by any means top of the range stuff. I am the proud owener of a canon 1000d
crop sensor. I have tameron 18 - 200 lens that I use for most shots. I also have a cannon 50 mm fixed focal lens
that I press into use. I also have a tripod that I use on occasions. As for Post Processing I use Light Room and
Photoshop.
Brent : How do you educate yourself to improve your photography skills?
Denis: I generally keep myself up to speed via the internet and photographic books. Of course it goes without
saying that Bootcamp is a main focus of my education plan these days. Since I joined nearly 12 months ago, it
has put a structure on how I go about my photos.
Brent : W hat is it you hope to express to your audience with your photography? W hat is your strategy for
accomplishing that goal?
Denis: I try to show simplicity by keeping the shot itself simple and not over complicated. I think in a lot ways a
good shot is less rather than more. I think the featured shot encapsulates this. The lead in is there but not drawn
out, the dawn sky is there but unobtrusive and the building itself is clearly the main POI.

F E A T URE D A RT IS T

D EN IS O 'B Y R N E
IR E L A N D
Brent : Tell us about the featured image:
W hat was the inspiration behind it? W hat
was your process to get it? How did you do
the post processing?
Denis: I was at a family gathering in Crover
House Hotel in Co. Cavan. It over looks Lough
Sheelin. It was early morning and the sun
poked its head from between clouds and I
liked the way the light caught the building. I
also liked the way I was drawn into the scene
by the driveway and edge of the fountain. I
also like the way the building runs off parallel
to the grass. On the building itself I liked the
Arch Window and the light in same. I
processed in Light room and Photoshop. Very
basic adjustments, reduced highlights,
adjusted clarity,noise, contrast. As I say all
these were small adjustments.
Brent : W hat inspires and motivates you to
continue taking pictures?
Denis: What keeps me going out is the
challenge to capture a scene as perfect as I
can. This has its own inherent challenge in "
what is perfection". Photography helps to keep
me grounded, gives me a good sense of
accomplishment, and yet is very forgiving in
that I can always revisit a scene an do a
retake.

M EM BERS'
IM AGES

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
Wow, I love this...a fuchsia, magenta
spiral with exquisite clumps of
raspberry caviar!!! The detail is
simply remarkable :)

Photographer: B REN T M A IL
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

20 1/ 30 SEC ISO50 | 70 MM

Love all the leading line images - so good. Here is
my first (and maybe only) one for the month. Shot
it a few minutes ago out the front of our yard. My
daughter Brooke (14) pointed out that our native
hibiscus (Hibiscus heterophyllus) was flowering
with a single flower so I grabbed my 100mm
macro lens and spent about 30 minutes
photographing this single flower. Looking at all
the angles and leading lines, where to focus,
what I should leave out, how to simplify my
composition even more. I was in heaven creating and enjoying what nature had created.

Photographer: K ERRIE C L A RK E
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

7.1 1/ 500 SEC ISO100 | 18 MM

Taken at Purnululu National Park, Western Australia
in Sept 2017. It's a World Heritage Area, and
spiritually significant to our First Nation People.
These are karst sandstone domes in semi arid
Savannah Grasslands. I shot this with the intention of
catching the lines of the dry creek bed leading to the
domes. The light was harsh, and the heat oppressive.

Feedback: Q U IN N S C H U L Z E
Country: GERMANY
Love! This reminds me of the red rock in
southern Utah as well. Great lines that
bring your eyes in to the mountains. The
mountains have texture and the sky is a
great color! A cloud or two might make it
more interesting- the big white fluffy kind.

Photographer: R O H N S H EA RER
Country: U SA

Feedback: D EB Y Z W IERL EIN - C A RT ER

I've had equipment failures, haven't felt well,
an am having a hard time getting inspired with
this blah winter weather. I saw this on my way
home from work the other night, & didn't have
my camera with me, so took it with my phone. I
liked how the double line of the fence & snow
lead you to the sunset & clouds.

I'm getting cold just looking at this photo. Brrrr.
Good leading lines towards the sunset. How did
we manage without cell phones with cameras
attached to them back in the day! Ha! Just think
of all the beautiful moments in life that we
weren't able to capture like this.

Country: U SA

Photographer: R O M Y V IL L A N U EVA
Country: P H IL IPPIN ES
F/

3.5 1/ 125SEC ISO125 | 26 MM
This is a giant replica of a golden kopiah
(skullcap), a head cover worn by male royalty
in Indonesia a long time ago during formal
occasions. Nowadays, the kopiah is worn by
the
groom
during
muslim
wedding
ceremonies. I took this photo in a park near my
place of work in the city of Bandar Jaya in
Lampung, Sumatra.

Feedback: T ESSA B L EW C H A M P
Country: U N IT ED K IN GD O M
I really like both versions of this Romy - great
leading lines and balance.

Photographer: K AT H Y P OT T ER
Country: USA
F/

5.6 1/ 1500 SEC ISO200 | 32MM

I love the way the old pier just pulls your
eyes towards the beautiful sunset. The
posts just lead straight to the sunset.

BEFORE
AFTER
Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: I REL A N D
Hi Kathy. This is a very good
composition. I like the way I am drawn
into the sunset. I also like the light
balance in this shot. Very nice light
reflections in the foreground and dark
moody in the distance. Well done.

Photographer: T ESSA B L EW C H A M P
Country: U N IT ED K IN GD O M
F/

4 1/ 250 SEC ISO200 | 105MM
I My second shot is another one that I took
when I went out for my walk in the park last
week. This time, it's on a much smaller scale.
Hopefully the lines of the grasses, both the
main stems and the out-of-focus ones, lead
the eye to the seed head

Feedback: DERRYL FRIESEN
Country: T H A IL A N D
Minute things often have as powerful an
effect as grand things. This is simply
beautiful. I really like the muted colours as
well.

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
Valerie you did a great job editing your photo.
Isn't it interesting that we often don't see the
little imperfections because we are so excited
about an amazing capture and just want to get
it out and share it :) This is such a majestic,
noble, powerful raptor with such a piercing
gaze. In your backyard no less! Simply
awesome. Great image!

Photographer: V A L ERIE W

O RT H EN

Country: U SA
F/

8 1/ 1000 SEC ISO200 | 200 MM

The weather has been snowy, gloomy and cold most
of the month and I have struggled trying to find a POI
that had strong leading lines. This photo was taken in
my back yard shooting up into the sky that was
nothing but grey clouds. I have cropped all of the
tree branches out as they traveled in all directions. I
was expecting him to fly as I walked toward him so
had my shutter speed set pretty high which created
an underexposed photo which I adjusted for in post.

Photographer: A L EX C O O K
Country: N EW Z EA L A N D
F/

8 1/ 50 SEC ISO100 | 183MM

I got inspired to revisit my first photo, after reading
the comments and in thinking about it I knew it could
be better - took the right lens this time, and jumped
the fence to get a slightly different perspective. The
first one was taken in late afternoon sunlight with
strong shadows, which adds to the picture but this
time it was cloudy, which produces better detail for a
shot like this I think. Roll on harvest!

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
Wow Alex, I really liked the first image.
But this shot provides so much more
perspective! Great effort to return for this
capture, I would be so very pleased with
this :) Denis has said it best "you really
nailed it this time".

Photographer: P A M EL A M O U LTO N C A RH A RT

BEFORE

Country: USA
It was just an awesome day, this scene seemed to culminate
all enjoyment. It was taken with my phone, so adjustments
weren't done.

AFTER

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
I appreciated the first version of this image but with just a few
adjustments it has been improved. Interesting how sometimes
a little less can become so much more! Your leading lines
lead the eye to a stunning sunset :)

Photographer: C H RIST IN E D O M IN GO
Country: U SA
F/

7.1 1/ 2500 SEC ISO1000 | 500 MM
Have been wondering what to post. Wandering about my
neighborhood looking for lines. It was harder than I
thought. We have a lot of bare trees with nice lines but
they don't really lead to anything and it's been gray and
raining but today there was a little blue sky. So I looked up
and saw this guy and thought it might make a nice picture.

Feedback: C H RIST IN E R O C H ER
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Fantastic capture Chris. So difficult to get
these little beauties in a still pose like
this! Very well done. :)

Photographer: D O RIS N EL SO N
Country: USA
F/

7.1 1/ 2500 SEC ISO1000 | 500 MM

Garibaldi pier leads to the boat house
which was once used by the Coast
Guard.

Feedback: L EIL A G O N Z A L EZ

S U L L IVA N
Country: U SA
I love this one, Doris. The point of focus
is on the building and it's nice and clear,
while the slightly blurred walkway has
the leading lines without distracting.
Beautiful golden lighting.

Photographer: E U GEN E B RA N N A N
Country: U SA

Feedback: R IC K M U EL L ER
Country: U SA

SONY A6000 | F/ 22.0 1/ 30 SEC ISO100 | 27MM

Creative image Eugene! Red tail lights
create the lines drawing us to the star
burst lights at the end of the street!
As soon as I saw the star bursts, I
guessed you used f/ 22! Fun night
photography.

A second photo utilizing leading lines consisting of the
lights of passing vehicles, the overhang over the
benches at the bus stop and the street under the light
streaks. Taken on North Rampart Street in New Orleans,
LA after dark, at bus stop along the street.

Photographer: H A Z EL R IV ERA
Country: PHILIPPINES
Taken from my iPhone this morning after
the rain.

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B Y RN E
Country: IRELAND
Hi Hazel. I like the way you draw the
viewer to the centre of the flower. Good
shot, well taken. Well done.

Photographer: H IL A RY W
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

RIGH T

4.0 1/ 320 SEC ISO125

Taken in early December in Kolkata - 3 forms of
transport, taxi, bus, and the rickshaw. These are officially
banned but everyone turns a blind eye - what else are
these guys going to do to earn a crust? Maybe the back
if his head is not the most interesting focal point, but the
lines of the vehicles and tramlines do draw you in I think.

Feedback: R IC H A RD H U T SO N
Country: USA
Hilary, I like this image. You have not only
captured leading lines, but the image
imparts a sense on motion and it tells an
interesting story.

Photographer: I N GRID P O M EROY
Country: U SA
F/

6.3 1/ 250 SEC ISO80 | 71MM

I went on a bird photo shoot with a friend
near the San Francisco/ East Bay. This
beautiful creature did not move for more
than ten minutes. Lots of time to take
photos.

Feedback: B REN T M A IL
Country: AUSTRALIA
LOVE this image Ingrid, your bird really
does stand out because of the darker
background. Like the lines made by the
banks of the river and the reflection plus
the almost monochrome feeling in your
image. Brilliant! Brent

Photographer: J U A N A CO STA
Country: U SA
F/

13 1/ 250 SEC ISO100 | 24MM

A closer look at the Freedom Tower.

Feedback: B A RB A RA G IL B ERT
Country: U SA
Nice use of leading lines to draw the
viewer to the tower. This shot is much
better without the distraction. Great job!

Photographer: J A N ET R H EA D
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

5 1/ 5SEC ISO400 | 18 MM

I know I'm only supposed to post one shot every
7-10 days but I hope that as this shot is only my
second for this challenge it would be okay. St
John?s Cathedral, Brisbane.

Feedback: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
I like how you have captured the ridges leading
to the circle with the cross in this cathedral..so
appropriate for the purpose of the building.
Beautiful detail, Janet.

Photographer: K A REN P A D IL L A
Country: USA
F/

6.3 1/ 125SEC ISO640 | 600 MM

I will share this one from a previous trip to Florida. I
was walking down a street toward Biscayne Bay in
Miami and I glance toward a building, took a few
more steps, backtracked to the steps and walked up
into this outdoor eating area. It was totally empty at
noon. I took just this photo and forgot about it. Found
it recently. I think it was all the angles and circles that
made me go back and take a quick photo.

Feedback: B A RB A RA G IL B ERT
Country: USA
Karen what an great leading lines photo. I like
the how the stairs lead me up and into the
top of the picture and the lines on the floor
lead me into the photo. Great work.

Photographer: J U DY W A RD
Country: C A N A D A
F/

6.3 1/ 125SEC ISO640 | 600 MM

Scrambling to get one photo in this month
- too much work, a nasty cold and family
stuff have kept my creative efforts at bay. I
liked the way the fine branches framed this
little sparrow.

Feedback: RICK M UELLER
Country: U SA
Hey Judy. Nice! Like the small branches
framing the little guy in there... really cool!
The blurred background makes him stand
out as your POI and his yellow beak even
adds to some "pop". Good shot!

BEFORE

AFTER

Photographer: A N D REW T H O M PSO N
Country: AUSTRALIA
F/

13 1/ 86 SEC ISO100 | 52MM

Byron Bay Lighthouse is my second image for
this challenge. Again this was taken very early
in the morning. It is a simple composition with
only the path and handrails leading from the
bottom left corner to the lighthouse.

Feedback: R ICA H RD H U T SO N
Country: U SA
Andrew, I like this shot especially the little red
window. I think the image would be improved
with a some shadow reduction to reveal the
stairs and railing a bit more.

Photographer: M IC H A EL H A L E
Country: A U ST RA L IA
OLYMPUS OM-D E-M1 II | F/ 5 1/ 640 SEC ISO200
| 40 MM
Not sure it actually fits the bill, however. The
wake wasn't quite as contrasty as i was hoping the conditions were overcast at the time.

Feedback: R O D N EY C H A RLTO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
Michael, the wake and waves from the boat
are definitely leading lines, especially since I
used some similar leading lines in my first
submission this month (mine were behind a
duck). Your leading lines point to the boat,
which heads towards the tall building. Nice.

Photographer: L EIL A G O N Z A L EZ

S U L L IVA N
Country: U SA
I tried something a bit different re leading
lines this time. I laid down on the floor of
our central hallway and shot upwards at
the small chandelier. The reflections made
lovely lines all leading to the fixture. Shot
with my IPhone X and edited in Snapseed
to straighten, crop and adjust white
balance.

Feedback: G IN A S K IN N ER
Country: U SA
This image reminds me of a kaleidoscope,
multiple reflections by two or more
reflecting surfaces. It's unique, interesting
and I like the muted, contrasting colors :)

Photographer: R IC K M U EL L ER
Country: U SA
F/

9.0 1/ 40 SEC ISO100 | 45MM

Costa Rica sunset... the leading lines in the sand
are from a small river that drains into the ocean.
Forgot to grab my tripod earlier in the day so had
to hand hold as best I could while kneeling in the
middle of draining water.

Feedback: D ERRY L F RIESEN
Country: T H A IL A N D
Copper tones and textures leading me directly
to the rocks and sunset. This image grabbed
me the second I saw it. Powerful and exactly
timed. I love it.

Photographer: R O D N EY C H A RLTO N
Country: A U ST RA L IA
F/

5.6 1/ 125SEC ISO200 | 7.5MM

This photo is from a recent walk through a forest
where I decided to look and shoot straight up
using my wide angle lens for extra effect.

Feedback: T ESSA B L EW C H A M P
Country: U N IT ED K IN GD O M
Good shot Rodney - the wide angle really
helps to emphasise the line from the trees
and draws the eye upwards and into the
picture.

Photographer: S IG R A N N EM
Country: C A N A D A
F/

3.5 1/ 60 SEC ISO400 | 24MM

A ?blue hour" photo from Southeastern
Minnesota. I am going to be right up front about
the fact that this image also appeared in the
Featured Artist section of last month's Photo
Bootcamp Magazine. However, in that case I
did not find that the image had been done
justice. It was cropped on the sides and partly
covered with text. I believe this full width
version has more visual impact. I had no tripod
available so the photo was shot handheld.

Feedback: C H RIST IA N P IRO N
Country: B ELGIU M
Sig, very nice picture. Good composition. The
road is certainly a leading line to go inside
the scenery after the tree. Lovely colours in
the sky; also in the foreground. Well done.
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